Understanding the essence and lived experience of self-care management among African-American men living with type 2 diabetes
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To explore, understand and describe the lived experience of African-American men (AA men) living with type 2 diabetes, with emphasis on capturing perceptions of challenges, facilitators and perceived barriers associated with self-care management.

Materials and Methods: Participants \( n = 19 \) were AA men ages 35-69 years, who were diagnosed with type 2 diabetes. Participants were recruited via community outreach efforts, including barbershops and churches located in predominantly African-American communities in southeast US. Upon consent, individual interviews were conducted, audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed. Transcripts were analyzed using a phenomenological approach, and focused on identifying common themes among the descriptions of AA men’s experiences specific to type 2 diabetes. Results: AA men perceived their experience of managing type 2 diabetes as tedious, complicated, demanding, and frustrating. Common themes included the perception of family histories and personal behaviors as causes or contributors to the development of diabetes, albeit there was lack of clarity regarding biological versus behavioral familial contributions. Other theses included fears related to long-term complications of type 2 diabetes, and the critical role of social support as a factor assisting with self-care management. Limb amputation, insulin injections and vision changes were fears related to having type 2 diabetes. Commensurately, important referent others (e.g., family and close friends) provided critical encouragement and support toward managing their diabetes. Conclusions: Future diabetes research and education should give attention to how masculinity may have a powerful influence on diabetes management behavior among African-American men’s as well as utilizing preventive health services.
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INTRODUCTION

“Actually, it’s [type 2 diabetes diagnosis] been a Godsend because it’s [dieting and exercise] something that you need to do anyway... so I don’t look at it [diabetes diagnosis] as being that negative.”

There is a sizable gap in health disparities and public health literature addressing the self-care management experiences of African-American Men living with type 2 diabetes. Type 2 diabetes can be a challenge to manage, as most of the care requires significant levels of self-management. Management of type 2 diabetes focuses on lifestyle interventions, lowering other cardiovascular risk factors, and maintaining blood glucose levels in the normal range.

In the United States, great health inequities exist for racial/ethnic minority groups, compared to white Americans (WA). African-Americans, and in particular African-American Men (AA men) suffer disproportionate burden of many acute and chronic conditions. Specific to type 2 diabetes, while prevalence rates for all men irrespective of race/ethnicity is about 11.8%, prevalence of type 2 diabetes is 17.6% among AA men ages 45-64 years, compared to their white counterparts (12.4%).
Self-management studies indicate that AA men are significantly less adherent to medication regimen than non-Hispanic WA men. Consequently, AA men have 30% higher rates of diabetes-related blindness, and twice as many amputations compared to their white counterparts. Clearly, type 2 diabetes can become a staggering ailment for this group if attention is not focused on treatment and maintenance.

What is self-care management?
Diabetes self-management is defined as the knowledge, and skills needed to perform the self-care, manage crises, and make the lifestyle changes required to successfully manage the disease. Successful management of type 2 diabetes requires daily attention to a complex adaptation of behaviors such as healthy eating, medication adherence, stress management, blood glucose monitoring and testing, management of hypoglycemia, physical activity, and foot care.

Rationale for the focus on African American men
While both genders and all ethnicities are confronted by the continual necessity of type 2 diabetes management, there is insufficient literature centered on AA men and the contexts in which they go about living and managing the disease. In spite of the plethora of information available regarding the adverse outcomes of poor management of type 2 diabetes among AA men, there is still a paucity of information from their perspective regarding extra challenges related to diabetes self-management. There are signs that researchers are beginning to realize the importance of focusing on AA men. Yet, the uniqueness of the AA men’s experiences as a disenfranchised group in the U.S. requires efforts to understand factors specific to these men and the contexts in which they live and operate. This includes considering factors such as masculinity, mistrust, and how these are related to diabetes knowledge, fatalism, medical decision making, and the psychosocial impacts of self-management among AA men. Understanding a population in regard to self-management practices is likely important to improved self-management support and ultimately chronic illness care.

Study purpose
The primary purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of the lived experiences of AA men living with type 2 diabetes. We sought to clarify this from the perspective of the subject. Two sub-questions were to identify and clarify: 1) What barriers or challenges AA men face regarding positive self-care management?, and 2) What management methods do these men routinely incorporate in their lives?

This article extends the literature by providing information on AA men’s individual and very personalized experience of how type 2 diabetes has impacted their lives, their experience in managing type 2 diabetes, and the challenges they confront in self-care management. Findings can provide clarity about which diabetes care measures and outcomes are relevant for AA men – a marginally understood group – and lead to improved interventions to facilitate better disease management.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics and the protection of human subjects
The study protocol was reviewed for adherence to ethical research principles, including steps to ensure participant confidentiality and other factors related to the protection of human subjects in research, as required by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The protocol was approved by the federally-mandated Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the major research university in which the authors are based.

Study design
Selection and description of participants
Target population was AA men with physician diagnosis of type 2 diabetes, who reside in a southern state of the U.S. The inclusion criteria were: 1) participant was self-identified as African-American; 2) age 18 to 70 years; 3) physician-diagnosed with type 2. Each participant selected their interview location. Most chose to conduct their interview at their place of residence. Two of the 19 participants chose to have their interview at their place of employment due to convenience factors. At each interview location, the interviewer and participant sat face to face in a private location.

The derived sample included AA men (N = 19), ages 35-69, with type 2 diabetes in southeast Texas. The age limit on the higher end was set as part of an attempt to include men who had been medically diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, but to exclude those who were living with and/or managing any other major chronic illness as it could confound the aims of the study. A community-focused recruitment strategy was used; Establishments with high proportions of African American clientele (e.g., barbershops, urban churches) were targeted. This strategy was combined with snowball sampling, which is used when researchers are coping with issues of access and sensitivity of the topic.

Phenomenological methodology
The focus of a phenomenological study lies in the “descriptions of what people experience and how it is that they experience” with the goal to identify essence (i.e., commonalities) of the shared experience underlying...
Participants in this study told their own story and in their own terms. Therefore, excerpts from their transcripts were not edited or corrected, and are presented in their unique voice as originally recorded.

Themes and patterns are sought, both during and a priori data collection. The lead investigator transcribed all interviews and performed several rounds of active listening. The analyses included personal memos (PN)-personal ideas or reflections which emerged, and theoretical notes (TN) -where transcript data reflected relevant ideas or concepts. Data were then coded (i.e., labeled) and aggregated into themes which are defined as “something important about the data in relation to the research question and [something] that represents some level of patterned response.”

RESULTS

About the participants

The final sample consisted of 19 AA men, of which most (68.4%) were over age 55 years. About 66% had lived with diabetes for 10 years or less. Table 2 fully details relevant socio-demographic characteristics of the final sample.

Participants etiology beliefs: Developing diabetes

Two categories of beliefs related to diabetes etiology were derived from the interviews. Participants believed that family history and their own personal health-
related behaviors were at the root of their disease development.

Family history
Participants were cognizant of an association between family history of type 2 diabetes, and the development of their own diagnosis. They discussed family history (maternal vs. paternal lineages) as contributors. However, not all participants understood the differences between biological, genetic vs. social/behavioral influences on their diabetes, as reflected in the following excerpts:

Well... it’s a product of my environment because everyone that’s in my family either has high blood pressure, diabetes, asthma, so... I guess it’s just in my genes.”

“It’s hereditary in my family. I found out that my sister has it... and she was a type 1 diabetic... I found... that another sister had it... I found out by talking to them that it’s hereditary.”

Personal Health Risk Behaviors
Participants’ perceived factors under their volitional control may have contributed to the onset of type-2 diabetes. Participants mentioned diet (e.g., lack of vegetables) and health behaviors (e.g., sedentary behaviors, eating behaviors, tobacco and alcohol use) as examples. The following excerpts highlight this perspective:

“For me, it was diet and the fact I wasn’t getting enough exercise. I think both of those for sure.”

“It probably stems from a long history of improper feeding. You had to have what you had and a lot of sugar was involved at that time. So I think that was probably one of the major causes. We ate a lot of potatoes and starchy stuff... stuff like that because we didn’t know any better.”

“Bad habits...eating, consuming liquids (laughing), the wrong kind of liquids... can I say alcohol? (laughing) Yeah, alcohol.”

“Family possibly had a lot to do with it, but I did also. In my younger years... I didn’t drink a lot of water, I was drinking Cokes... That I think was the contributing factor.”

Fears associated with type 2 diabetes
There were two types of fears related to their disease as reported by most of the AA men, regardless of well or poorly they were managing their disease. These fears were related to the long-term effects of the diabetes, rather than acute episodes of symptoms related to poor management.

Adverse health consequences
The loss of one or more body function, or permanent change in their physiology, including amputations, kidney and vision failure, as well as sexual dysfunction, were fears reported by these men.

“I say fear of eyesight because I’ve always been nearsighted so I’ve always had contacts, glasses, something like that. And then with diabetes, that can affect your eyesight as well.”

“Diabetes, kidney failure, which would require you to be on dialysis, loss of limbs, eyesight, and other serious causes of diabetes.”

“Yes. Loss of vision, Loss of limbs, Inability to perform sexually.”
Management-related fears
AA men whose condition did not require insulin shots reported their fear of the injections, including how it would serve as an indicator of disease progression, and would further complicate the self-care management regimen.

“I hope that I don’t have to end up taking insulin shots. My biggest fear is taking insulin shots. That’s the biggest one . . .”

“I can do it . . . as long as needles aren’t involved... I can’t stand needles.”

Lack of Fear
A few participants stated they did not have any fears related to their condition, and credited improved knowledge as the cause. Formal diabetes management education, and witnessing others who were effectively managing their diabetes was effective for these men in alleviating their concerns related to the disease.

“[have any fears?] Not anymore. Now that I’ve studied it, done research on my own. I know the do’s and don’ts and I know that it can be handled. I don’t have any fear at all.”

“Like I said before I was sad because of some things that I heard from others about it. But once I started reading about and talking to different people that have it, it’s a better chance of living longer when you’re eating right and maintaining the way you eat. I feel more energy and more happier just by knowing more about it.”

Diabetes-attributed problems
Participants noticed changes in their bodies that were not in existence prior to being diagnosed with type 2 diabetes. Commonly held beliefs were that these changes were due to imbalances in their bodies, including unstable and elevated blood sugar levels. Vision difficulties, as well as frequent urination were the most common. AA men were cognizant of improvements and even elimination of these symptoms, and attribute this to good care from their physicians.

“I have these spots . . . little black spots that come over my vision... it seems that I have more little spots that come on chest, shoulders, and arms and when I asked my doctor about that, she said that was a result of diabetes.”

“Having to get up and got the restroom more often, I’m attributing that to diabetes. However, since the doctor put me on this medication, that’s no longer an issue.”

“Yes. The tingling in the fingers and the tingling in the feet and things like that and I ended up having to take medication for that.”

“...problems with my eyesight until I started going to the eye doctor regularly. So I go to my eye doctor every three or four months too... so I take eye medication now and that has helped me improve me tremendously.”

Treatment preferences
Participants shared two types of treatment preferences: Medication, and behavioral (e.g., dietary changes, and increase in exercise).

Medication
In some participants’ experiences, medication was preferable over behavioral changes (e.g., diet, exercise) as a type 2 diabetes management strategy.

“After going through this for a long as I have, the pills would probably be the easiest because there’s no injections, no pain.”

“My doctor has put me on medicine... a little bity pill, one pill a day and that’s all I take... that’s all I have to take for diabetes. And it seems to be doing pretty good.”

Behavioral strategies
AA men shared in common their struggle to initiate and maintain behavioral changes necessary to effectively manage their type 2 diabetes. This theme persisted across educational levels, and in spite of behavioral approaches being their preferred mode of management.

“I try to minimize eating sweets and having as proper of a diet as possible. I need to incorporate so more exercises in my life which is something that I’ve been thinking about. The hardest about that is trying to be motivated.”

“Other than exercise, I have gone to one or two diabetic classes to learn more about a balanced diet for diabetics and I have lost weight in the past. My biggest change is cutting sweets out. I love sweets, but I have cut back... very seldom do I have them.”

Control and monitoring of diabetes
Various strategies were shared by the AA men in their attempts to monitor and control their type 2 diabetes. Common approaches were attempts to increase water intake, dietary changes, and steps to improve routine control, close attention and monitoring of their blood sugar levels.

“I eat small amounts. I eat breakfast before going to work so I don’t get tired. I make sure I have lunch. I also take crackers with me to eat in between because you never know if your blood sugar will get to low or get to high... you want to know how to manage that. And every morning, I always check my glucose. Even if I don’t feel right, I check it.”
“First thing I do in the morning is I have to take my pill. Then for breakfast, it’s only two things that I eat, oatmeal or Cheerios, Honey Nut Cheerios. And then I have to eat fruit every day and a little salad. But my biggest adjustment was sweets.”

Assistance with controlling diabetes
Strong support system was a common experience among the participants, in terms of assisting them in managing their diabetes. Support network membership was primarily comprised of relatives. The types of support offered varied from informational and instrumental (e.g., joint exercise, appointment reminders, monitoring sugar intake, purchasing educational materials) and emotional (e.g., encouragement).

“My wife. She’s ordered a whole series of cookbooks and other books that talks about diabetes and . . . on TV . . . because she’s trying to keep me around here longer . . . she’s been encouraging me.”

“My wife goes with me to every visit . . . That is encouraging in itself. And I want her there and she listens to what the doctors say.”

“My brothers of course . . . although we live in different geographical locations, we talk a lot on the phone and we encourage each other and check with each other. And since I have one brother that is diabetic, we check and talk to each other a lot.

“Yes, my wife definitely . . . she buys groceries. So she shops and like I said before, she has the patience to check for carbohydrates in the foods and different things like that.”

Difficult management-related behaviors
There were three main behaviors found to be difficult to consistently perform among the participants: Exercise, dietary changes, and taking medication. They attributed the challenges with implementing and maintaining behavioral management strategies to the time conflicts, as well as their advancing age.

Exercise
“My biggest thing is the exercise part . . . the doctor, they say . . . you need to exercise more . . . lose weight. If I can start doing that more, I can probably reduce my medicine . . .”

Dietary changes
“Sticking to the diet . . . eating healthy all of the time. Eating healthy doesn’t have any taste . . . it doesn’t. And for so long I’ve eaten the way I’ve eaten so it’s just curving that. And then I have spells where I’ll go eat sweets . . . I’ll eat a lot of sweets.”

“The drinking (alcohol). I’m not saying I’m alcoholic but I love to drink. Every now and then it’s like I’ll go on a binge and start drinking a beer or something . . . I can’t just have one. Where as I know alcohol is not a good part of the diet, but I guess we all have some demons that we have to deal with (laughing). If I drink them margaritas, then I got a problem.”

Medication adherence
“Me, I hate medications. I truly, truly hate medications . . . never been the type of person to take medication unless I was ill, which I know that I am having diabetes . . . I’ve just never been a pill popping guy. I only take it if it’s absolutely necessary.”

Age and time
“As you get older, your body is not like it was 20 years ago and so your body can’t respond to stuff at times . . .”

“Taking the time and putting it in a routine is what makes it hard to do consistently.”

DISCUSSION

Summary of key findings
Historical and current marginalization of AA men in the US, reflected by tremendous health inequities, renders important the need to gain an understanding of their experiences, particularly in relation to their diabetes self-management activities. Thus, the purpose of the study was to identify via analyses of narrative interviews, the experiences of AA men with type 2 diabetes, with the aim of elucidating their voices – i.e., their perspectives-contextualized in their respective lives.

We made special effort to identify barriers and challenges associated with self-care management, as well as an exploration of the various strategies used by these men. We found that family history, heredity, and lifestyle choices were stated by over half of the participants, to be the cause of their type 2 diabetes. Family history is crudely defined as the presence of disease in any family member irrespective of the degree or type of relatedness or number of affected relatives. Family histories reflect both inherited genetic responsibilities and shared environments, which include cultural factors such as preferences, values, and perceptions and behavioral factors such as diet and physical activity.

It was evident that participants did not always distinguish between the social and biological types of family history contribution toward their disease status. While the lack of knowledge regarding disease etiology might appear to be a concern, we argue that the lack of etiological understanding need not be a barrier to improved adherence to the prescribed regimen. We conclude this based upon the multi-functional roles family members play in helping AA men manage their diabetes.
Family and close friends can generate a positive environment for AA men with diabetes, via the provision of informational and instrumental support, as well as emotional support. Participants in this study struggled with managing their diabetes, yet all relied on the encouragement of their family. These findings are constant with the results of other studies in which family and friend support was critical to assist in the management of diseases.

Family members can also hamper successful disease management by modifying the context in which this takes place. For example, AA men’s efforts to improve their diets could be sabotaged if family members were not sensitive to dietary needs and continued to practice eating behaviors which were contraindicated for those with diabetes. Therefore, regardless of whether the “family history” was biological or behavioral, the real potential for familial influence — whether positive or negative — exists. As a consequence, less attention needs to be paid to helping men understand the difference between genetic versus behavioral family contributions to the disease, and more attention paid to how familial social support can and should be a target for AA men reported fears related to their disease, regardless of how well they were managing their health. There is a significant body of literature on the diabetes management and “fear.” However, a published review of the literature reveals the foci of these studies are on fears specific to the adverse effects of hypoglycemia, which is typically associated with type 1 diabetes. Symptoms of hypoglycemia include (but are not limited to) dizziness, shakiness, seizures, hunger and nausea. Other than concerns about vision impairments, none of our participants included hypoglycemia symptoms as concerns. Indeed, their concerns about visions were related to the long-term complications of diabetes related to compromised circulation, rather than vision issues brought about by an acute episode related to poor diabetes management. Furthermore, while hypoglycemia is usually of concern for people with type 1 diabetes, any person on an insulin regimen is at risk. Our findings point to the need to better understand and address fears related to type 2 diabetes which are unique to AA men.

The type of sampling and method/design used does not lend itself to generalizability. Some may argue about the utility of our findings. We argue that our results provide an important starting point from which more specific questions, using appropriate strategies, should be pursued. Indeed, a qualitative approach is and should always be the starting point for any research question in which virtually no data are available.

One limitation may be the absence of explicit queries or references to issues of race, ethnicity and gender relative to AA men and their experiences. AA men in the US tend to be marginalized, as reflected in a variety of adverse socioeconomic and health indicators. These inequities are believed to be due, in part, to institutionalized racial bias against Americans of African descent in general, with perhaps an exponential effect on men. A previous study seeking to determine if culture and genders-specific theories and constructs were used in type-2 diabetes self-management research were revealed that zero studies met the criteria. This means that while “culture” as a generic construct might be included in health behavior theories and models, it has not been defined, operationalized with AA men in mind, nor integrated in research pertaining to them and their efforts to self-manage type 2 diabetes.

Of additional note and contextual information, African Americans, and AA men’s distrust of the medical and health-related community is well established due in part to well-known incidences of African Americans being exploited and harmed (e.g., Tuskegee Syphilis Study). Consequently, health and medical researchers struggle today with recruiting and retaining African Americans in research.

We attempted to address potential bias by having the lead researcher — an African American male — serve as the primary liaison and data collector. However we did not explicitly ask about issues related to race, ethnicity or masculinity, or ask the participants to contextualize their diabetes self-management experiences as AA men. This may serve as a limitation as the participants might not have perceived their interviews as a chance to tell their stories specifically from the perspectives as AA men.

**Implications**

Our study contributes to the extant research literature on self-management of type 2 diabetes by shedding light on the facilitators and barriers of diabetes self-management strategies utilized by AA men. There is so little information available about AA men and virtually none from their perspectives. Our results highlight the need to explore more deeply and specifically, how these
factors can be used to improve diabetes self-management practices.

Future research
Future research efforts should focus on three primary areas: Clarify how AA men’s experiences related to 1) their positions as racial/ethnic minorities in the US, and 2) their gender identity, definitions and perceptions of masculinity, are related to their self-management behaviors. These can be achieved using a similar methodology as the present study, but with the addition of explicit questions related to their racial minority status and of manhood or masculinity. The aim of these efforts should be to clarify if and how the experiences of a marginalized member are perceived to have influence on disease self-management efforts. Third, there is a need to further understand “fear” factors, as the ones reported by our participants appear to differ from those in the extant research literature.
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